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Colonisation entailed a massive cultural encounterwhich influenced profoundly the
cognitiveand material existenceof both the coloniserand the colonised,In this encounter
the role and place of rationality,science and technology has several fascinatingaspects.
The Indian society claimed a living tradition and a vibrant culture and yet it found itself
caught in a web.The encounter was initially disturbing,even agonising;gradually the
relationsstabilised and the recipientsstarted to examinewhat was living and whatwas
dead in their system,and under the new circumstanceswhat to accept and what not.
In the midst of complete subjugation,a quest for identity had begun.In this quest were
hidden the seedsof decolonisation.In the very process of empowermentone can also
see the possibilities of disempowerment.The colonial process was self-destructivein
this sense at least.
The question of identity was importantfor a colonised societyand it subdued psyche
in the same way as the feeling of superiorityand invincibility was for the colonisers.
The retrieval of this seemingly lost identity was a precondition for regaining the lost
sovereignty.The paper begins by outlining the early phase of this endeavour and then
concentrateson the events and instances occurring during 1890-1920.They are drawn
from the professional and personal experiences of certain Indian scientistsand from
the views of certain cultural interlocutors.

A "Colonial" Renaissance
In order to establish their complete supremacy,the colonisershad first to dethrone
and delegitimise several pre-colonialsymbols and totems,both political and cultural,
(seethe numerous travelogues and early colonial writings); and then present their
ideological and material wares in a form that would appear attractive,if not always
superior,to at least a section of the indigenous population.This is how was born the
so-called Bengal Renaissance (I). The name of Rammohun Roy comes to mind first.
One may add the name and works of Bal Shastri Jambhekar in Bombay and Master
Ramchandra in Delhi.It may not be very difficult (thoughnot strictly proper)to spot in
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their works "an anti-colonialconsciousness"or "struggle"in some form,but this would
appear plausible only when their complicity in the colonial project is diluted or withdrawn.Their "renaissance"was a "colonial renaissance" and cannot be understood
without reference to the colonial parameters and structures.The two were simultaneous,and not unconnected,experiences (2).
Yet the urge to comprehend modern knowledgeand toolswhich the colonisers had
brought and to assimilate them was definitelythere.This urge came from within,and
the acculturative influenceof European thought and Christian liberalism had strengthened
it. The new interlocutorsdid put a premium on the alien rule,in a sense idolised it and
supported "downward filtration".They had to do this more so because initially they
could think of no othereffective way to deal with the seriousillstheir society was suffering from.The traditional mores and practices had little in their armoury.The new exposure
had made their weaknesses and faults even more glaring.The colonial state naturally
took even/possible advantage.In face of an unprecedented cultural onslaught,the new
pioneers were dazed,if not bewildered.They experienced a dual alienation (ala Cabral)
from the traditional and later from the colonial life and system (3).They could to some
extent anticipate the distortions the colonial medium was likely to produce. But the
realisation was slow and diffident.Perhaps this explains why Rammohun Roy (1772Vidyasagar(1820.1891,Calcutta),
1833,Calcutta)looked to both Vedantaand theWest (4);
an admirer of western knowledge,wanted the Indian students to study their "false
system" also (5);Bal Shastri Jambhekar (1 80246 Bombay)commenced his science
popularisation activities in Marathi and English both (6);and Master Ramchandra (18211880,Delhi)began his mathematical "Treatise"from a twelfth century Indian text,
Bhaskara's Bi-Ganita(7)The soil was being prepared for cross-fertilisation,and the seed
was a cross-breed.
The most importantcharacteristicof the mid-nineteenth century Indian thinking was
an unprecedented emphasis on cultural synthesis.Akshay Kumar Dutt,a contemporary
crusader,worked for "lndianisingWestern science".Numerous journalsof the period
(likeSamvad Prabhakara, Tatva Bodhiniand Vividharta Sarngraha)claimed the same
objective.The idea of a cultural synthesis gave them the best of both worlds. First it
enabled them to absorb the culture-shockand also promised a possible opportunityto
transcend the barriers imposed by colonialism.Moreover,it also fitted well with the
dominant Hindu doctrine of epistemological pluralism (8).So the clamour for cultural
synthesis grew. Bacon and Comte impressed the Indian mind. But how to integrate
their experimentalmethod and rationality into the Hindu "scienceof spirit"?This they
were not clear about.They pursued a greatvariety of strategies-imitation,translation,
assimilation,"distanced"appreciation,and even retreatto isolation -but not with much
success.The search for synthesis remained elusive but it did accelerate the quest for
identity.
Corning to Grips
During 1860-80a number of cultural essayists appeared who tried to articulate
modern scientific rationality in terms of indigenoustraditions and requirements.
Bankimchandra,a Bengali novelist of high intellect and repute,wrote on Víjnan ßahasya
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(Secretsof science)which appeared in Banga Darshan during 1865-70.With the help
of Tyndall's "Dust and Disease'' he wrote Dhula and Huxley's "Lay Sermons" was
There are a number of direct references to Comte in his literary
utilised in Jaivonik(9).
as well as discursive writings (e.g.Debi Chandhuraniand Dharmatatfva)(IO).These
forays sometimes led him to return to certain ancienttheological concepts.In 1873 he
had rejected the Hindu conceptof Trinityas an aberration but in 1875 he found it closer
to Darwin'stheory of natural selection!Hindu spritualism finally sucked up many who
ventured to traveloutside its orbit.Islamic "progressives"faced a similar situation and
fared worse.In 1877 one Maulvi Ubaidullah wrote:
"TheMahomedans with theirphilosophy are exactlyin theposition of theschoolmen of Europe,thatis they have travelled half way towards actual civilization;
consequentlywhen the modern reformed philosophy of Europe once gains an
entranceto theirminds,theywillbe able to make more rapid progress than their
neighbour Hindoos.Among us a Newtonized Avicenna or a Copernicized
Averroes may spring up,who may be able to criticise even sons of Sina and
Rushd".(I 1)
This lure of inching towards "actual civilisation" and the hope of producing "a
Newtonized Avicenna or a Copernicized Averroes" present a curious mix of both selfcriticism and a yearning for change (andalso a hope perhaps yet to be realised).Equally
explicit was the desire "to make more rapid progress than their neighbour Hindoos".
At a deeper psycho-sociallevel,one may note in these efforts an element of "social
neurosis" (12).So powerful was the force of tradition and the momentum of the
encounter.
Two thingsstrikemost in any account of this period.First,it was an age of translations.
The numerous school-booksocieties and the scientific societies (ofAligarh and Bihar,
for example)were basically translation societies.Translations no doubt were very important and must have helped popularise certain scientific notions.But its major lacunae
was that it was not accompanied,except in one or two cases,by any research.They
remained mere translations,secondary,superificial and of limited value.In earliertransfersof knowledge,for example from Greek to Arabic and so forth,research "preceded"
or at least accompanied translations.This was not so with "colonialtransfers".It was
at best a "trial" transfer and in this sense one could speak of disintegration,not of
integration of knowledge (13).
The second important aspect,of course,is the magnetic pull of tradition.In a subtle
way the colonisersthemselvespromoted it by heaping occasionalpraises on "the Spirit
of the East",and "the Hindu Technology of Contemplation",etc.The Indians were
shown as a superior civilisation in spiritual matters.This was some,though poor,
compensation for the loss of sovereignty.Indiansthemselves seemed to enjoy this
distinction and Max Muller was discussed more than Charles Darwin.The positivists
and the Brahmos emphasised the importance of reason and observation,though their
reason was not without God and was mixed with a heavy dose of moral and spritual
teaching.In any case,modern sciencewas not seen as an alien import.Darwinism did
not cause a ripple in India.The new paradigms in science were quickly accepted and
numerous popular articles traced the seeds of modern advancements in ancienttexts.
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How to characterise such arguments?Were they exercises in revivalism or revitalisation;cultural self-defenceor self-assertion?It was perhaps a combination of both -a
delicate balancing act which promised them a semblance of identity in an age of
intellectual torpor and crisis.
The idea of the identity of the colonised on its own terms (i.e.away from what the
colonisers thought about or dictated)had an interesting consequence.It contained the
seedsof decolonisation.The imperial rationalistdiscourse gave Indiansthe idea of how
the point of rationalismcould be turned against the Europeansthemselves.Rationalism
was seen as something inherentin human nature ratherthan a European "speciality",
and a mark of progress rather than Europeanisation.Gradually colonialism came to be
viewed as a cultural invasion of space,to be ended,neutralised and rolled back (14).
One of the first to realise the necessity of a 'scientific'response and to articulate
science in national terms was Mahendra La1 Sircar (1 833-1904).In 1869 he wrote an
article "On the desirability of a national institution for the cultivation of sciencesby the
natives of India".This title is extremely significant. He argued against the prevailing
contention that the Hindu mind was metaphysical,and called for cultivation of sciences
by 'original'research.He wrote," W ewant an Institution which will combinethe character,the scopeand objects of the Royal Institutionof London and of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science"and then added,"1 want freedom for the Institution.
I want it to be entirely under our own management and control.I want it to be solely
nativeand purelynational"(1 5).In 1876,after a great deal of effort and controversy,the
Indian Association for Cultivation of Science was inaugurated in Calcutta.This event
was no less important than the establishment,nine years later,of the Indian National
Congress,a political forum which was to spearhead the national movement.The
Associationwas a cultural challenge and symbolised the determination of a hurt psyche
to assertand stand on itsown in an area which formedthe kernelof western superiority.
The ShuggleCrystallises
By the lastdecade of the nineteenth century,some of the individual "native"scientists
had gathered sufficient strength to differ with their metropolitan peers and fight the
colonial bureaucracy.At Poona Science College,its physics teacher K.D.Naigamvala
had established an observatory through voluntary efforts.Impressedwith his zeal and
at the request of Bombay Government,the India Office in London sent him a spectroscopein 1888.Norman Lockyer,the Astronomer Royal (andfounder-editorof Nature),
intervened.He wanted the spectroscopeto be installed at Dehra Dun under official
control so that the solar observations could be sent to him directly and none else.
Naigamvala,on the other hand,proposed to publish the observations periodically and
"thusmake them immediatelyavailableto allsolarobservers".He informedthegovernment that "Mr.Lockyer is not a safe guide to followand that the observations...ought
to be carried out independently of South Kensington and should be published
independentlyof Mr.Lockyer or any other observer"(16).This courage speaks of the
changing times.
it was a life-longstruggle and a multiFor J.C.Bose,a creativephysicist (1858-19371,
pronged fight against (1) his scientific peers abroad for recognition,(2)the colonial
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bureaucracy forfairtreatmentand facilities,and (31,to a lesser extent,his own scientific
compatriots.During 1895-1900 Bose gradually shifted from physics to plant-physiology
-an area then dominated by the "vitalists"who believed in the assumption of a "vital
force" permeating physical life.Bose tried to prove that responsesare determind "not
by the play of an unknowable and arbitrary vital force",but by the working of certain
physiochemical laws "thatknow no change,acting equally and uniformly throughout
the organicand the inorganicworlds" (17).This was not liked by the "vitalists",especially
Professor Sanderson of Oxford.For this reason the paper which Bose had presented
atthe Royal Societyon June 6,1901was shelved in the Society'sarchives.Bose sought
extension of his deputation to vindicate his stand.The expert,whom the Indian Office
consulted,refused,and it was at the personal intervention of the Secretary of State
that his stay in England could be extended.Then he worked at the Royal Institution
laboratory for a year and in Feb.1902 the Linnean Society accepted his findings with
unanimousapplause.Meanwhilea physicist who had seen Bose's experiments before
the Royal Society,claimed precedenceoverthem.A shocked Bose asked for an inquiry
which finally upheld his right to absolute priority over the theory of molecular stretch
and strain (18).Doubts neverthelesscontinued even aftertwo decades.As Bose confided
to his friend and biographer,Patrick Geddes:
"Youthought I had no more enemies left! But they have raised their head once
more, and taking unfair means to misrepresent. They have joined forces to show
that there is no nervous impulse in plants. In answer, I have carried out some
startling experiments which show that not only is there a nervous impulse,but
thatin certain plants at least,a very high degree of complexity of nervous system
is attained... the paper is sent to the Royal Society where the old gang is trying
to suppress it! But they won't succeed curious that the Continental scientific
workers are more uptodate than English... /I91
As regards the possibility of getting a Nobel Prize,Bose candidly admitted,"I a m
afterall a strangerand things of this description are taken up by peoplewho have personal friendshipfor you.I have a good number in the Royal Society who have kind regard
for me, that is all. On the other hand there are a few who like Walles have personal
grudge,and these few can be more effective than the others".(20)
The colonial bureaucracy had itsown discriminatory ruleswhich pinched Bose.Indian
professors were given only two-thirdsthe salary oftheir European counterparts,even
though they had the same designation and similar qualifications. Bose resented this
and refused to accepta salary for three years in protest.This had a nation-wideimpact.
A Kannada weekly (The Karnataka frakasika,Jan. 18,1897)wrote, "Whatan irony!
Fair Sciencefrownsnot on his Indian birth,but theAnglo-Indian Governmentdoes" (21).
But the bureaucracywould not relent.On Bose's petition,the Finance Member of the
Viceroy's Council noted,"1 think Mr.Bose has got his head a bit turned,and he can
wait a bit for his distinctions and rewards" (22).Later in 1903,after knighthood and
other honours,Bose was admitted to the European scale of pay (23).He raised the
issue of 'limitations in the employment of non-Europeans'before the Royal Public
Serives Commission in 1913.In 1917 Bose set up an autonomous research institute
in Calcutta through voluntary donations to which the Secretary of State added a
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"permanent"grant from the imperialrevenuein 1921.Soon Bose found that "Messers
Sharp Co.(ofEducation Department)and all the reactionary members of Government
of India,combined to defy the Secretary of state".His pay and the grant were withheld,and he faced the "prospect of closing the Institute",yet he assured his friend,
"the lion though in a net is not dead yet! Don't worry" (24).
The third set of difficulties,though presumably of a limited nature,came from his
own Indian colleagues.The sources are not very clearon this issue.But it appears that
his relationswith Asutosh Mukerjee,the esteemed vice-chancellorof Calcutta University
and mathematician,were strained,especially when Bose was trying to build a separate reseach institute.Again to Geddes he wrote, "you know that Brahmanism and
priestcraftare not unknown in English science.The evil is far more accentuated here
(in India)where the number of scientific men are few,and where wirepullers have
succeeded in securing positions of authority (25)".A few months later he wrote,"as
regardsgovernment,they told us that if people stood by me,they would give land and
building. Our friend Asutosh has been manipulating,and now government wrote that
since people are coming forward with their lacs(!) why should I not buy the land
myself!" (26)After the Bose Institute is established he informs,"SirA (Asuthosh
Mukherjee?)never forgets,he is biding his time.He has suffered defeat,but he will
waitand set his evil spirits.All these things make m e hesitate one way or another" (27).
This confession of "hesitancy"is important,and speaksof the enormous difficulties
an Indian pioneer had to face on several counts.The cultural and administrative problems
that Bose had to deal with were realand pressing (28).In the process he was appreciated
and vilified simultaneously.As the tide of mass nationalism grew,his early role in finding
a scientific identity for his country diminished in value.This is evident in the anguish
with which his wife,Abala Bose,wrote to their family friend:
There is a feeling in India among the extremists that my husband is too fond of
government patronage.You know that it is not true.M y husband is the one who has
made the government to recogniseand respectan Indian.He is too full of self-respect...
I do not care what the extremists think but I should like the nation to know (that)he
has struggled hard to keep his independence and how India has been made known
and respected to the world both by Tagore and my husband (29).
A far more courageous and sociallyconscious scientist was Prafulla Chandra Ray
(1861-19441,
a chemist and teacher of great repute and standing.As early as 1885,
while on a Gilchrist scholarshipat Edinburgh,he published a pamphlet,India: Before
andAfterthe Mutiny,in which he asked,"Is there no golden mean between stubborn
denial...and humiliating surrender (30)"This was something unusual,but not without
a precedent.Earlier Pramatha Nath Bose,who was on the same scholarshipto study
geology in London,used to participate in political meetings and often criticised the
government.On return,both showed concern for the poor state of affairs in their
country,both demanded a comprehensivetechno-scientificeducation and laterworked
for industrial upliftment.Their deep national commitments made them look into the
causes for degeneration and both turned to an internal inquiry which was historical in
character but contemporaryin concern.In 1896? i N. Bose published A History ofHindu
Civilization in which he traced the decay of the Hindu civilization from the establish-
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ment of the "Mahomedan Empire".Later he added,"But the Muslim conquest was
by no means the sole cause of the decline of the Hindu civilization.It carried the germs
of its decay within it" (31).Meanwhile P.C.Ray got interested in exploring the character
of chemical practices in India since antiquity and in 1902 published A Histoy of Hindu
Chemistry.He was the first to pin-pointand examine factors external to science.The
cognitive development of chemical science per se was fine.But he saw in the caste
structure a ruinous separation of theory from practice - of mental work from manual
work.He severely criticised the Brahmanical tradition (32).In 1909 he wrote in Bengali
an essay titled Banglar Mastishaka O TaharApawavahadBengali Brain and its Misuse).
Perhaps Bacon was not half so contemptuousof the scholastics as Prafulla Chandra
of the medieval logicians of Bengal (33).Though both Bose and Ray made frequentuse
of the term "Hindu",its connotations were then differentfrom what it came to acquire
during the murky years of 1940s and afterwards.
Dialectics of the Debate
An increasingly frequent recourse to the notions of rationality and science charac-

terisesthe entire spectrumof "native"discourse.Thisyearning for changeand progress,
without snapping the 'genetic'ties with the past,is reflected in almost all discursive
writings,whether journalistic,literary (341,or political.In fact during the period 18601920,the lines between philosophical or literary and journalistic or political writings
were thin.Similarlythe linesbetween scienceand technologywere fuzzy.These terms
were used interchangeablyand the forum forvoicing "scientific"demandswere mostly
of public (non-scientific?)nature.So the science that developed outside the narrow
official circles in a colony bore the constraintsof the prevailing socioeconomicconditions
more explicitly than,say,the science in the metropolis.The "native" scientiststhus
were quickto perceive and later exhibitthe spiritof counter-hegemony.In this they had
thefull support of the native press and the public-mindedpeople.In 1885,when science
education had barely begun,a correspondent wanted to see in India such scientists
who "shallrival European thinkersand investigators".If the universities and their degreeholders failed to ensure this,"the robe and the hood in such a case resemble only the
cerements of a dead body,and the fancied immortalles of University honours become
the dankasphodelsof scientificdeath" (35).Later,when Curzon tried to scuttleJ. N.Tata's
plan for an Indian University of Research,the native press was unanimous in condemnation (36).
The pressure intensified during the Swadeshi movement.The Swadeshi ideas of
1905 symbolised the determination of the people in two fields;(1) the promotion of
education along "national lines and under national control" with special emphasis on
the exact sciences and technology,and (2)the industrialisation of the country and
material advancement (37).Early colonisershad made full use of their self-proclaimed
epistemological superiorityand growing technologicalprocess for colonial expansion.
Similarstrategy now formed part of the nationalist agenda.The Hindu contributions to
"exact,positive and material culture" were shown to be the same "as those of the
Greeks,in quality,quantity,and variety" (38).Similar views were aired and demands
raised in several political and other public forums.Scientistsand medicalmen took part
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in the deliberations of the Indian National Congress and right from 1888 resolutions
were repeatedy adopted on medical,scientific and industrial issues (39).The notions
of science and its terminologiesentered so deep in the political and cultural lexicon of
the country that no politician or social reformercould afford to ignorethem.Writing on
nationalism,Rabindra Nath Tagore (a Nobel laureate and perhaps the most influential
literaryfigure in the country)called government "anapplied science...it is like a hydraulic
press,whose pressure is impersonal,and on that account completey effective".And
"power"appeared to him as "a scientific product made in the political laboratory of the
Nation" (40).
The second interesting characteristic of the period isthe cautiousyet firm approach
towards industrialisation.In industrialistionlay salvation,they realised;but the caution
lay in avoiding the pitfalls of blind imitation and crude industrialisation.The effortswere
not to lose human,native,Indian face.Moral regeneration the colonisers had talked
about for long.This the nationalists viewed as propagandist in nature.Instead they
dwelt upon a "synthetical"economic and industrial regeneration.This regeneration
was not to be at the cost of the peasants and artisans.Whether it be The Dawn Society
Magazine of Calcutta or the Kavastha Samachar(1aterHindustan Review)of Allahabad,
or the Swadeshmitran of Madras,the tenor was the same industrialisation in national
interestand on national terms.Indian values are a constantrefrain rightfrom the writings
of Mahendra La1 Sircar to Rabindra Nath Tagore.Benoy Kumar Sarkar,an important
interlocutorof the period,used interesting terms like "mistrification" and "factorification" (mistrirefers to technicians)(41).The importance of artisans and technicians
was thus brought into focus.The demand for chemical industrieswas ably advocated
and pushed by scientists like P. C. Ray.All this had been preceded by a vociferous
demand for techno-scientificeducation.There was to be no let-offin that. Rather the
new argument was that science should be taught in a scientific way and not by the
The overall picture that emerges isthat of an all-embracing "socioliterarymethod (42).
cultural transformation".Suraj(good rule,which many genuinely believed the British
provided)was to be replaced by Swaraj(self-rule)which coupled with Swadeshi(selfreliance)constituted a Weltanschauung powerful enough to transcend the barrier
imposed by a colonial rule.The process of decolonization was thus more than a political
process,it contained within it the development of "an alternate developmental
philosophy"(43).
A seriouslimitationin this entire process of selfdiscoverywas the constantharping
on the past. Revivalist streakswere definitely there and they played an important role
in constituting and arousing social-consciousness in colonial India (44).
They may not
be very dominant at times but latentthey remained all through.What to say of science
popularisers and culturalessayists,even established scientistscould not remain immune
to it. To his famous "coherer"J. C.Bose gave a Sanskrit name Tejometer(Tejmeans
radiation).These names did not stick but this was an attempt to show certain distinctiveness.
As the national aspirations passed into the phase of Swadeshi,a "truly" national
identity was sought to be achieved.P.C.Ray talked of the "tangled skein of India's
culture" to which different socialand religiousgroups had contributed in their own way.
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He did not consider the term "national" as synonymouswith "the boycott of Western
civilization" and a return to tradition with unthinking veneration,"Not in isolation,rigid
and exclusive,but in native intercoursewith the modern progressive world does our
own progress lie",he prophesied (45).The real difficulty lay in determining what constituted 'progress'and 'how'to progress.With Gandhi fast emerging on the scene,the
debate was to be more intense.sharp and divided in the years to come.
One thing is obvious,the dialogue was conditioned by external considerations;it
had no primordial affinity with the Western learning.Mostly these were interventions
from above to mobilise people or to elicit consent,not really in Gramschian sense,but
definitely related to the power-equation of the time.The "native" interlocutors had to
tread warily on a double text - one internal,the other alien.This resulted sometimes
in cultural reassertions,sometimes in restrictive appropriation.Their quest for identity
was born and reared in this ambivalence.
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